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Date:{( _ 7_ !d

I

THE PRINCIPAL,
DIKSHA PROFESSIONAL ACADEMY,
PLOT/KHASRA NO- 16211, t65/2,
MIN, 208/2 MIN,
STREET- BAMUA, VILLAGE- BARAUA,
POST OFFICE. BAMUA, TEHSIL. BAMUA,
CITY. GWALIOR, DISTRICT: GWALIOR- 474010,
MADHYA PRADESH

Sub: Clarification-reg.
Sir/Madam,

I am to inform you that the case of your institution for B.Ed. course was placed before
256th Meeting held on July

WRC in its

19-21,2016 and the Committee observed that:

"The case file was seen. The documents submitted by the applicant in response to the Show Cause
1910212016 were examined. There is a major discrepancy in the Building Plan where the
measurements are shown in square feet and the total is shown in square meters. In the Building Completion
Certificate, the total built up area is not shown at all. The applicant has asked for two units of B.Ed. for
which the land originally owned by the Society would not be sufficient as per the Norms of the NCTE
Regulations,2014. Hence, more land has been procured by the apolicant Society, but it cannot be
ascertained whether the new land is contiguous to the old one. Also required documents for the new land
have not been submitted. This has to be clarified by the applicant.
Hence, Clarification be obtained on the above ground9-'
,nl< 'i l.' '
In view of the above, you are requested to clarify with supporting document within l!"d?r-Vs rrom
the date of issue of this letter.
Notice

dt.

It may be noted that in the event this office does not receive any representation within stipulated
time as above, it will be presumed that you do not wish to make any representation, and the Western
Regional Committee shall take decision as it deems fit
Yours faithfully,

,///

(Satish Gupta)
Regional Director
Coov
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sECRETARY,
MAA RA] RA]ESHWARI DEVI SHIKSHA SAMA] EVAM KALYAN SAMITI,
PLOT NO- 167,
STREET- NEW RESHAM MILL, PRAGATI NAGAR,

$K*

6tw- cwalloR, posr oFFICE- BIRLA NAGAR,
TEHSIL- GWALIOR, DISTRICT: GWALIOR- 474004,
MADHYA PRADESH
E-Mail-id : dikshaqwll5@gmail.com
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Regional Director
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